R BABY PROVIDES CRITICAL PEDIATRIC EMERGENCY TRAINING AND EDUCATION IN ERS ACROSS THE COUNTRY IMPROVING THE CARE OF MORE THAN 1 MILLION CHILDREN A YEAR

TWO CHARITIES, ONE GOAL: SAVING LIVES
On April 4th, 2019, R Baby Foundation and Michael's Mission joined together to host Two Charities, One Goal: Saving Lives raising $1.8 million dollars for the two charities. Read more here.

R BABY FOUNDATION LAUNCHES THE RILEY FUND FOR STILLBORN RESEARCH
On May 13th, 2018 Mike and Stacey lost their beautiful daughter Riley Nicole at 37 weeks in utero. Through this difficult time, Mike and Stacey are building a legacy for Riley and other families with the creation of The Riley Fund for Stillborn Research. Read more here.

R BABY’S 2019 HERO JAMIE RUTENBERG
The Rutenberg family was honored at R Baby’s 2019 event with the 2019 Courage Award. We are also so grateful for Jamie Rutenberg, Mike’s sister, who is the recipient of R Baby’s 2019 Hero Award.

R BABY 2019 MEDICAL HERO JESSICA KATZNELSON
R Baby Foundation grant recipient Dr. Jessica Katznelson is improving pediatric care throughout Maryland. Read more here.

A LIFE-SAVING REAL STORY
An Interview with Dr. Jessica Katznelson, Johns Hopkins Children’s Hospital
Because of R Baby’s training, the doctor was able to quickly and confidently diagnose an otherwise unrecognized heart defect and provide life-saving care. Read the full interview here.

Do you have a Real Story? Please share it here to help educate and empower other parents!
HELPING R BABY THROUGHOUT THE YEAR

GOLDFISH SWIM CHALLENGE
During the first week of April, 2019, Goldfish Swim School in Livingston, New Jersey donated all proceeds from their quarter candy fishbowl to R Baby Foundation. Read more here.

2018 MARYLAND TENNIS TOURNAMENT
On May 20th, R Baby’s Maryland Chapter held its 5th Anniversary Maryland Tennis Event at Homeland Racquet Club in Lutherville, Maryland. Read more here.

BLADE FOR BABIES
On June 13th, 2018 from 6:00-7:30 PM Drew Fermaglich, Evan Bader, Jesse Wayne, Noah Fermaglich, Ryan Zales, Travis Lowenberg and Zach Silva co-hosted a rollerblading charity event that raised over $3,000 in profits for R Baby which will go directly to saving babies’ lives. Read more here.

CHARITY BASH
On Friday, May 31st, 2019, Sydney Merves, Harley Rosenbaum and Sidney Rabinowitz co-hosted R Baby’s Bash which brought together 120 teens at a Hawaiian themed party and raised over $2,000 in profits for R Baby which will go directly to saving babies’ lives! Read more here.

R BABY YOGA
R Baby’s longtime supporter Heidi Press hosted a Yoga Event on June 22, 2018 in New York City. All proceeds helped support R Baby’s mission of saving babies’ and children’s lives through improving pediatric emergency care. Read more here.

WALKATHON FOR R BABY, WEST FREEHOLD SCHOOL
On Friday, April 20th, 2018, students at West Freehold School in New Jersey hosted a walkathon in loving memory of Michael Aldarelli, to raise money and awareness for R Baby. Read more here.
HELPING R BABY THROUGHOUT THE YEAR

HELP R BABY ALL YEAR LONG!
Contact katie@rbabyfoundation.org if you have an idea for an event in your neighborhood!

AMAZONSMILE
Don’t forget to add R Baby to your Amazon shopping trips all year long through AmazonSmile. Update your AmazonSmile Account here.

IN HONOR OF
Honor your loved ones with a gift in their honor or memory to R Baby to help save lives. To order your donation card visit here.

R BABY GRANTS HAVE REACHED MORE THAN 1000 HOSPITALS AND TRAINED OVER 6000 PHYSICIANS AND MEDICAL SUPPORT STAFF

R Baby’s grants support critical training, research and equipment to improve pediatric emergency care throughout the country.

R BABY SIM-MOBILE IMPACTS PROJECT LED BY YALE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE continues to grow with more pediatric training sessions than ever with an added ‘train the trainers’ component to reach even more care givers. Read more here.

INSPIRE NETWORK, led by New York Presbyterian Morgan Stanley Children’s Hospital, serves as a global community that catalyzes discoveries and promotes collaboration in simulation-based research, scholarship and innovation which has grown to over 688 members at 268 sites in 40 countries. Read more here.

FINDERNOW APP LED BY MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL helps parents and caregivers find the closest ER more likely to be prepared for their child. Read more here.

SIMULATION EDUCATION EXPANSION AND PEDIATRIC SEPSIS COLLABORATIVE at Goryeb Children’s Hospital at Morristown Medical Center continues to reach medical professionals with critical education and training in sepsis and simulation training.

COMMUNITY EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT SIMULATION IN MARYLAND led by Johns Hopkins School of Medicine provides pediatric simulation training sessions in Maryland. Read more here.

IMPROVING THE PREDICTION OF STILLBIRTH at The University of Utah School of Medicine is supported through R Baby’s Riley Fund for Stillbirth Research. Read more here.

POINT OF CARE ULTRASOUND (POCUS) TRAINING CURRICULUM led by Rutgers Robert Wood Johnson Medical School provides important ultrasound training for faster evaluation of critically ill patients. Read more here.
R BABY IN THE NEWS

R Baby is reaching parents across the country with advice to parents in an emergency at Working Mother.

With a feature on Pix11.

Sharing the findERNow app at Lifehacker.

And with photos and press from our recent concert visit photos, NaughtyGossip, New York Family.

REACHING MORE FAMILIES

R Baby continues to reach more parents and caregivers every day through social media. Read more here.

Make sure you are following us here and please share our stories and resources with your friends and family!

When it comes to sepsis, remember IT’S ABOUT TIME™. Watch for:

- TEMPERATURE: higher or lower than normal
- INFECTION: may have signs and symptoms of an infection
- MENTAL DECLINE: confused, sleepy, difficult to rouse
- EXTREMELY ILL: “I feel like I might die,” severe pain or discomfort

Watch for a combination of these symptoms. If you suspect sepsis, see a doctor urgently, CALL 911 or go to a hospital and say, “I AM CONCERNED ABOUT SEPSIS.”

©2018 Sepsis Alliance SEPSIS.ORG SEPSIS ALLIANCE

MAKE A DIFFERENCE.
DONATE TO R BABY FOUNDATION.

GET INVOLVED! • KATIE@RBABYFOUNDATION.ORG

FOLLOW US ON R BABY FOUNDATION